
MindArk is Redefining AI Application Through Innovation in

Leadership

Entropia Universe Unveils Plans to Develop the First-Ever AI President to

Lead Its Epic Virtual World.

TUE, APR 23, 2024
With limitless application potential through the gaming industry and beyond, Entropia Universe is taking a
monumental leap forward by announcing the development of the world's first AI President to govern its
metaverse. MindArk strives to usher in a new era where cutting-edge artificial intelligence meets virtual
world management in game, providing the player with unique experiences through the real money
economy system.

Entropia Universe is a gaming platform where every skill you learn and every item you earn could be
cashed out for real U.S. dollars. The game has been around for over 21 years and has created a booming
economy with a yearly player driven GDP of around $500 million USD with payouts to players topping
more than $60 million USD. Entropia Universe also boasts multiple Guinness World Records including
having the majority of the 10 most valuable digital items sold.

The AI President will analyze vast amounts of data, employ sophisticated algorithms, and engage directly
with players in order to drive innovation, assist in maintaining the delicate balance of the in-game
economy and optimize in-game experiences for players. As the AI evolves, it will possess an unparalleled
understanding of Entropia Universe's extensive data and complex systems. This will lead to the AI
President having the ability to propose new systems and enhancements, suggesting modifications based
on player feedback and real-world economic considerations.

Jan Welter is the founder of MindArk, the company behind Entropia Universe, and the innovator behind
the idea of the AI President. He expressed his enthusiasm for collaborating with what he thinks of as our
"super intelligence", highlighting its profound understanding of Entropia Universe's extensive 20+ year
history, systems, and player dynamics. "The AI President's capacity to derive precise insights and
reasoning from our vast database is truly remarkable—a knowledge base I could only dream of having"
Jan remarked.

Jon "NEVERDIE" Jacobs, reflecting on his tenure, stated, "It has been an incredible honor to serve as the
President of Virtual Reality and witness the extraordinary growth and innovation within the Entropia
Universe. I am excited to pass the torch to the AI President, which I believe has the potential to
revolutionize the way we approach governance and decision-making in virtual worlds.

What’s next for this AI? It’s going to propose new features and updates based on what players want and
need. But this is just the beginning. As the real world gets more complex, Entropia Universe will offer a



glimpse into how AI can make a virtual world not just function, but thrive. With potential real world
application and endless possibilities.

Ready to be part of this groundbreaking adventure? Dive in by downloading Entropia Universe today and
learn more about how MindArk is blending future tech by visiting the Entropia Universe website today!

About Entropia Universe
MindArk is the Swedish company behind the development and operation of the groundbreaking
metaverse, Entropia Universe. Founded in 2003, Mindark has been at the forefront of virtual reality and
online gaming for over two decades. With its innovative real cash economy and record-breaking virtual
item sales, Entropia Universe has attracted players from all over the world and garnered significant
attention from the gaming industry and beyond. The metaverse offers a unique and immersive experience
where players can explore, compete, and collaborate in a vast and ever-evolving virtual world.

https://www.entropiauniverse.com/download/
https://www.mindark.com/
https://www.entropiauniverse.com/

